
Smooth extensions of fuzzy if-then rule basesThomas VetterleinDepartment of omputer sienes 1Dortmund University44227 DortmundThomas.Vetterlein�uni-dortmund.deSummary. In order to extend fuzzy if-then rules bases, we propose to make use ofa method whih has been developed for the interpolation of risp data { the mul-tivariate spline interpolation. Among the various possibilities of how to aomplishthe neessary generalisations, we desribe here the probably simplest method: Weapply spline interpolation to fuzzy data whih itself is approximated by vetors ofa �nite-dimensional real linear spae.1 The problemWe onsider in this paper the question how to extend a fuzzy if-then rule baseto a total funtion, requiring that this funtion is, in some reasonable sense,as smooth as possible. Roughly speaking, we assume to be in a situation ofthe following kind: We are given two variables both of whih may take sharpor unsharp values in a bounded subset of a �nite-dimensional real Eulideanspae; the �rst of these variables uniquely determines the seond one; andwe know about this dependene only from a few speial ases. The problemis then how to determine a funtion whih maps the whole domain of the�rst variable to the domain of the seond one, thereby omprising not onlythe known ases, but also minimising a parameter whih measures in somereasonable sense the funtion's urvature.Leaving the smoothness requirement aside, the problem is well-known,and various methods have been proposed. Before omparing our approahto already existing ones, we shall �rst speify the formal bakground of ouronsiderations, so as to be able to larify the idea of this paper.We shall work with what ould be alled standard fuzzy sets aording to[DiKl℄. However, rather than working with funtions from a base set to thereal unit interval, we prefer to have fuzzy sets de�ned level-wise. Besides, allfuzzy sets will be assumed to be ontained in one �xed bounded region of anRp .



2 Thomas VetterleinDe�nition 1.1 By a domain, we mean a regularly losed, onvex, boundedsubset of Rp for some p � 1. Let 
 be a domain, and let K(
) be the setof non-empty onvex and losed subsets of 
. We partially order K(
) bythe subset relation �; and we endow K(
) with the topology indued by theHausdor� metri dH .Let [0; 1℄ be the real unit interval, endowed with the natural ordering andusual topology. A fuzzy vetor in 
 is then meant to be a dereasing and left-ontinuous funtion v: [0; 1℄! K(
); by F(
), we denote the set of all fuzzyvetors in 
. We partially order F(
) pointwise; and we endow F(
) withthe metri d(v; w) = sup�2[0;1℄dH(v(�); w(�)), v; w 2 F(
).Clearly, F(
) may be identi�ed with those elements of En from [DiKl℄whose support is within the domain 
 [DiKl, Proposition 6.1.6/7℄.We will embed F(
) in the usual way into a funtion spae; see e.g. [DiKl℄.In what follows, Sp�1 denotes the unit sphere of Rp , and (�; �) is the usual salarprodut in Rp ; p � 1.De�nition 1.2 Let 
 � Rp a domain, and let v : [0; 1℄ ! K(
) be a fuzzyvetor in 
. We allsv: [0; 1℄� Sn�1 ! R; (�; e) 7! sup f(r; e): r 2 v(�)gthe support funtion of v.Moreover, let L1([0; 1℄� Sn�1) be the linear spae of bounded real-valuedfuntions on [0; 1℄�Sn�1, endowed with the supremum norm. Let L1([0; 1℄�Sn�1) be pointwise partially ordered.Proposition 1.3 Let 
 � Rp be a domain. Then the mapping F(
) !L1([0; 1℄� Sn�1); v 7! sv is injetive, isometri, and order preserving.Moreover, s 2 L1([0; 1℄ � Sn�1) is the support funtion of some fuzzyvetor v 2 F(
) i� (i) for all � 2 [0; 1℄, e; e1; e2 2 Sn�1, �1; �2 � 0 suhthat e = �1e1 + �2e2, we have s(�; e) � �1s(�; e1) + �2s(�; e2), (ii) for alle 2 Sn�1, s(�; e) is dereasing and left-ontinuous, and (iii) v � s
.Note that under (iii), we onsidered 
 as a risp element of F(
) in theusual way.By Proposition 1.3, we may identify F(
) with a losed subset of theBanah funtion spae L1([0; 1℄� Sn�1).We next have to speify whih funtions between sets of fuzzy sets aretaken into aount for interpolation.De�nition 1.4 Let � � Rm and � � Rn be domains, and let X � F(�).Then a funtion f : X ! F(� ) is alled fuzzy if f may be extended to afuntion �f : F(�) ! F(� ) whih preserves the order, that is, for whih�f(v) � �f(w) whenever v � w for v; w 2 F(�).In ase that X is �nite, we all f a fuzzy if-then rule base.



Smooth extensions of fuzzy if-then rule bases 3It is now possible for formulate the aims towards whih we are working.Assume �rst that our data is risp, that is, that we are given �nitely manypairs from a bounded, losed subset 
 of Rm and from Rn . Then a degree ofsmoothness of a funtion 
 ! Rn is given by the integral of the norm of theseond derivative over 
; under ertain assumptions, this value exists and weare lead to a uniquely determined interpolating funtion.Now, in the fuzzy ase, we wish to alulate funtions from F(�), viewed asa subset of the Banah spae L1([0; 1℄�Sm�1), to F(� ), viewed as a subset ofL1([0; 1℄� Sn�1). Proeeding analogously to the risp ase leads apparentlyto diÆult requirements. First of all, an interpolating fuzzy funtion mustpossess its seond Fr�ehet derivative; seond, its norm must be integrable withrespet to some measure on F(�); third, this measure should be a metriallyinvariant one.Unfortunately, this program fails: a metrially invariant measure does notexist on F(�). A way out of this �rst diÆulty is to restrit F(�) in a waysuh that a measure of this kind does exist.On the other hand, the program simpli�es dramatially if we replae thespaes L1([0; 1℄�Sp�1) by �nite-dimensional ones { simply by restriting thefuntion domain to a �nite subset. This is how we proeed in Setion 3.2 Known approahesLike in many areas of the theory of fuzzy sets, also in the present one a quiteative researh is to be noted. We would like to mention three diretions {those we know about. It is (i) the logial approah; (ii) the usage of fuzzyrelations; (iii) interpolation based on linearity notions. Let a fuzzy if-thenrule base (u1; v1); : : : ; (uk; vk) of pairs from F(�)�F(� ) for domains � and� be given, and let us in this setion adopt the usual notion of a fuzzy set asa funtion from a base set to [0; 1℄.(i) First of all, an entry (ui; vi) of the rule base may be onsidered asa proposition like \if ui then vi" and may be formalised on the base of alogial alulus. For instane, some version of H�ajek's Basi Prediate Logi[Haj℄ may be used. The di�erene to our setting is easily stated: In the logialframework, we investigate what is expressed by the rule base as it stands, nottaking into aount what is not derivable. Put into the language of logis, wemay say that it is our aim to properly extend a given rule base, that is, addingstatements whih are not part of the information provided by the rules. Tothis end, we work so-to-say \horizontally" { by using features of the base set{, and not \vertially" { by onsidering various ways of how to onnet truthvalues. { However, we would like to mention the work of Nov�ak, see e.g. [Nov℄,where the \horizontal" viewpoint is used also in logis; namely, ertain logialonnetives are de�ned whih do refer to the struture of the base set.(ii) Conerning the seond point, it is lear that there are in priniple lotsof possibilities of what to require from a funtion f : F(�)! F(� ) suh that



4 Thomas Vetterleinf(u1) = v1; : : : ; f(uk) = vk. A rather popular ondition is that f is indued bya fuzzy relation between � and � ; this means in the simplest ase that thereis a fuzzy relation R: � � � ! [0; 1℄ suh that fR(ui) = vi for all i, wherefR(u)(y) = supx2� (u(x) ^ R(x; y)) for u 2 F(�) and y 2 � . It is lear that thisrequirement dramatially restrits the possible hoies of f . In partiular, f isthen already determined by the fuzzy singletons, i.e. those fuzzy sets havinga one-point support, beause f preserves all suprema. Another point is thefat that a fuzzy relation R suh that fR maps the ui to vi may not exist atall; onditions are listed e.g. in [Got℄.(iii) In onnetion to the third line of researh, we should mention thewell-known work of K�ozy and Hirota at the �rst plae; see e.g. [KoHi℄. Hisand several others' work omes losest to what we have in mind. For a reviewof methods developed so far, the artile [Jen℄ an be reommended. Let usmention the idea behind the method whih also is ontained in [Jen℄; it dealswith rule bases (u1; v1); : : : ; (uk; vk) of pairs of onvex fuzzy sets over R. Toalulate the image f(u) of some value u in the domain under the interpolatingfuntion f , one has �rst to determine two \neighbouring" entries u1 and u2;then, roughly spoken, f(u) is onstruted in the analogous way from v1 andv2 as u may be onstruted from u1 and u2. { This approah as well asomparable ones are based on a lear geometri intuition, and their ommonadvantage is that their tehnial realization is straightforward. A disadvantageis that their appliability is usually restrited; it seems that ill-behaved asesan mostly not be exluded. Besides, the transition to fuzzy sets of higherdimensions, if possible at all, requires often new ideas, like also in [JeKlKo℄,the paper subsequent to [Jen℄. Finally, when we have a look what happensin the ase that our data are risp, we realize that we have to do with theeasiest possible method; in the one-dimensional ase, the methods redue tothe linear interpolation between neighbouring points.3 Interpolation of risp data { splinesWhen trying to make use of methods whih have been developed for theinterpolation of risp data, we have to overome the problem that we no longerhave to do with �nite-dimensional spaes: even F(
), where 
 � R, embedsinto an in�nite-dimensional spae. So there are in priniple two possible ways:either, we generalise the existing methods to the in�nite-dimensional ase;or we redue our spaes to �nite-dimensional ones. In this paper, we shalldesribe a method aording to the seond way.We �rst have to review the risp ase; so assume that we are given pairs(x1; y1) : : : ; (xk; yk) 2 Rm �Rn and that we want to determine the smoothestpossible funtion f : Rm ! Rn whih interpolates the given data. This prob-lem is made preise, and has its unique solution, aording to the followingmethod, developed in the multidimensional ase �rst by Atteia [Att℄. We shalluse the following variant of it.



Smooth extensions of fuzzy if-then rule bases 5De�nition 3.1 Let m;n � 1, and let 
 � Rm be bounded and regularlylosed. Then setF def= ff : 
 ! Rn : f is ontinuous and of lass C1;Df is bounded and Lipshitz ontinuous,D2f is L1g;let jjf jj1 = supx2
 f(x), jjDf jj1 = supx2
 jjDf(x)jj, and jjD2f jj1 =R
 jjD2f(x)jjdx; endow F with the normjjf jj = jjf jj1 + jjDf jj1 + jjD2f jj1; f 2 F:Here, the derivatives Df , D2f are understood to have o
 as their domains.F , together with jj � jj, is a Banah spae. The key fat whih we need isnow the following [Att, Hol℄.Theorem 3.2 Let m;n � 1, and let 
 � Rm be bounded and regularly losed.Let K be a non-empty losed, onvex subset of F ; and for f 2 F , setm(f) = Z
 jjD2f(x)jjdx:Let N = ff 2 F : m(f) = 0g, and CK = ff 2 F : f +K = Kg. Assumethat N is �nite-dimensional and that N \ CK = f0g. Then there is a uniquef 2 K minimising m(f).With respet to the notation of this theorem, we see that if x1; : : : ; xk 2 
suh that there is no non-trivial aÆne funtion mapping all xi to 0, andy1; : : : yk 2 Rn , we may set K = ff 2 F : f(x1) = y1; : : : ; f(xk) = ykg toonlude that there is a uniquely determined funtion f 2 K for whih theintegral over the norm of the seond derivative is smallest.4 Interpolation of fuzzy dataAssume now that we have to solve a problem analogous to the one of the lastsetion, with the di�erene that both the data from the domain and from therange are fuzzy vetors. Our fuzzy data is, aording to Setion 1, representedby real-valued funtions on [0; 1℄�Sn�1. To redue the interpolation problemto a �nite-dimensional one, we shall, aording to the pragmati approah an-nouned, approximate these funtions by their values in �nitely many points.Aordingly, we work with the following struture, modeled upon De�ni-tion 1.2 and Proposition 1.3.De�nition 4.1 Let 
 � Rp be a domain, let If be a �nite subset of [0; 1℄ andSf a �nite subset of Sp�1. We all a funtion s: If�Sf ! R an approximative



6 Thomas Vetterleinsupport funtion w.r.t. 
, If , Sf if (i) for all e 2 Sf , there is an x 2 Rp suhthat (x; e) = s(e) and (x; f) � s(f) for all f 2 Sf n feg; (ii) for all e 2 Sf ,s(�; e) is dereasing; and (iii) s � s
 jIf�Sf .Moreover, let L(If � Sf ) be the spae of real-valued funtions on If � Sf ,endowed with the supremum norm and the pointwise order.In an analogous way, also the notion of an interpolating funtion and of afuzzy if-then rule base is adapted from De�nition 1.4.Let us �x domains � � Rm and � � Rn , and �nite subsets Sd � Sm�1,Sr � Sn�1, If � [0; 1℄.De�nition 4.2 Let D be the set of approximative support funtions w.r.t �,If , Sd, and R those w.r.t. � , If , Sr. SetF def= ff : D ! R : f is ontinuous and of lass C1;Df is bounded and Lipshitz ontinuous,D2f is L1; f preserves the orderg:For a subset X of D, a funtion f : X ! R is alled fuzzy approximative ifthere is an �f 2 F extending f .In ase X if �nite, we all f an approximative fuzzy if-then rule base.We may now apply Theorem 3.2.Theorem 4.3 Let (u1; v1); : : : ; (uk; vk) 2 D�R be an approximative fuzzy if-then rule base suh that there is no non-trivial aÆne funtion D ! L(If �Sr)whih maps u1; : : : ; uk to 0. Setm(f) = ZD jjD2f(x)jjdx:Then there is a unique f : D ! R suh that f(u1) = v1; : : : ; f(uk) = vk whihminimises m(f).Proof. The set K of all funtions f 2 F suh that f(u1) = v1; : : : ; f(uk) = vkis onvex and losed. Furthermore, by de�nition of an approximative fuzzyif-then rule base, K is not empty. So the laim follows from Theorem 3.2.Referenes[Att℄ M. Atteia, Fontions `spline' de�nies sur un ensemble onvexe, Numer.Math. 12 (1968), 192 - 210.[DiKl℄ P. Diamond, P. Kloeden, \Metri spaes of fuzzy sets: theory and applia-tions", World Sienti�, Singapore 1994.[Got℄ S. Gottwald, Fuzzy relation equations and approximate solutions. Somereent results, Proeedings of 3rd EUSFLAT onferene (Zittau 2003), 6 -11.
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